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  OPINION  

Is Now the Time to Sell?
By Larry Hirsh, President, Golf Property Analysts

Over my many years as a consultant, appraiser and broker in
the golf course industry, we’ve been privileged to assist
numerous sellers in the disposition of a variety of golf and
club properties. Golf ’s performance during the past two years,
impacted by the Coronavirus pandemic, has had many clubs
and owners asking if now is the time to sell. Many courses
and clubs have experienced welcome surges in rounds,
membership and gross revenues. While some have su�ered
declines in food & beverage revenues, the golf business has
generally been favorable and see now as an opportunity to
move on and sell their properties at top dollar. Since nobody
can say for sure how sustainable the surge in rounds and
participation is, could now be the best time to sell?...  READ

MORE >>

  SPOTLIGHT  

Easing Labor Pains: How Courses can
Compete for Frontline Employees
By Scott Kau�man, Contributor, Golf Business

You don’t have to look very hard or very far these days to see
how McDonald’s, Walmart and other mammoth-sized
employers recruit frontline employees. They simply roll up
their sleeves, �ex their money muscle and use the words
signing bonus or �ash a high hourly wage. For course owners
and operators who are competing for workers, it can feel like
an unfair �ght. But before you start singing the blues, you can
take heart in the old story of David and Goliath. Yes,
sometimes underdogs can overcome seemingly overwhelming
odds to win battles and even the war. But how? How can a
golf course compete with the Goliaths? The answer might be
closer than you think... READ MORE >>

  FROM AROUND THE INDUSTRY  

>> Annika Sorenstam to receive NGCOA 2022 Award of Merit, will appear at Golf Business
Conference to accept honor  (The Golf Wire)

>> This crypto-backed start-up golf club just raised $11 million. Next up: buy a golf course. (Golf.com)

>> Innovation helps Martin County's Sail�sh Sands stay on top of its golf game  (TC Palm | FL)

>> Will Florida's Bobby Jones Golf Club be permanently protected? A vote is coming on
Monday. (Golfweek)
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Omni Mount Washington Resort: “Growing the Garden” a
Key to Success
Except for three months at the start of the pandemic,
Omni Mount Washington Resort, in Bretton Woods (NH)
has been open year-round. After re-opening, the venue,
newly expanded and enhanced, has experienced
continued growth... READ MORE >>
 

Assess for Success... Train to Retain: Montclair Golf Club
on Labor
In the last 30 years, Roger Bacon has been involved with
some of the more prestigious golf and country clubs in
America, including critically acclaimed Sand Hills Golf
Club and historic Omaha Country Club in his home state
of Nebraska... READ MORE >>
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Share Golf Business WEEKLY with a Friend!
Do you know someone who should be reading Golf Business WEEKLY? We encourage you to
forward this email to your colleagues and peers so they can enjoy the latest business-to-

business news about the golf industry. CLICK HERE to subscribe. 
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